BIU NEWS 2009 in June
WEB PAGE OF BJU
We got the information from BJU about their new LINK page for LOGO & URL of each
BNU. The list is not enough of logo & URL yet. So they are still waiting for your help to
contact them. Please check it with below address. In the web page.
http://www.bju.jp/modules/tinyd/content/index.php?id=160
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BIKETRIAL CANADA

Riding clinic for kids
Hiro sent his e-mail to Mike to ask about recent situation about influenza A H1N1 in
Vancouver. Here is a report from Canada.
Hi from Shirley Baia
Hiro This is just a friendly letter to assure you that everything in
our area is fine. We don't hear too much about the flue anymore.
The cases that have been seen in BC are all mild and it doesn't
seem to be spreading. No one here is really concerned. Our
weather is beautiful and our teaching clinic was successful. I have
attached some pictures. Jeremy is putting together the Crankworx
webpage and Trialworx again will be a big part of the Bike Festival.
We are all looking forward to a fun time in Whistler. Our Trials
community is growing nicely. Jeff and Steve are involved this year
in making some changes to our trials park funded by the
community. We do hope you will be able to come this year. There
are so many beautiful things to see and do in Vancouver and lots of
excitement getting ready for the Olympics. We are already seeing a
lot of tourists in our beautiful city.
Dear Shirley,
Thanks a lot for many nice photos. I like them! And thanks for your
report about situation now in Vancouver. I think it is good to know
that everything in settle as usual. Below is the news about
influenza today. I know the government does not want to make

much report about this for too much trouble if thinking about the
influence of economy damage. But there is still a possibility about
the variation of the virus in the future. (short cut) Therefore, I still
cannot decide any trip except WBC. I hope things will be better
soon.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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